
Santa Ana Women’s Golf Association (SAWGA) 

Rules Sheet - No Cinco de Mayo  
 

 
FORMAT 

Count each stroke and record gross on scorecard. However, for purposes of tournament scoring Par 5’s 
will be removed from your total score. Wear your Mariachis de Nuevo Mexico colors (teal, black, red, 
yellow)! 
 
 
SCORING  

1. Exchange scorecard with someone in your group. Record GROSS score for each hole.  

2. Count each stroke and record gross score for every hole on scorecard. However, for purposes of 
scoring for this tournament Par 5’s will be removed from your total score. Note: You are still 
required to record the gross score on Par 5’s on the scorecard.  

3. The Tournament Co-Chairs will enter each player’s score, by hole, into GHIN as a competition 
round.  

4. Verify, sign and turn in scorecards to Pro Shop Staff (or assigned person) immediately after 
completing the round. Please make sure scorecards are legible and there is a total for front nine 
and back nine.  

 
OTHER  

1. Please arrive no later than 30 minutes prior to your tee time. The Pro Shop will give you your 
scorecard when you check in.  

2. All play will be from the Forward (Gold) Tees. Play from where the tee box markers are located, 
even if not in their ‘usual’ position. 

3. Play the ball as it lies. Refer to the SAWGA Local Rules and Tournament Rules for any exceptions. 

4. Review the SAWGA Local Rules and Tournament Rules. 

5. In the case of a tie, the person who scored the lowest score on the last nine holes will be named 
the winner. If there is still a tie, the tie breaker will look at the last six holes, then the last three 
holes, and finally the 18th hole. After all that, if there is still a tie the players will split the prize 
money. 

 

 


